
AP Language and Composition -- Summer Reading Assignment -- Class of 2024
Dear Class of 2024,

Welcome to AP English Language!  We are excited about the upcoming year and hope you are, too.  In addition, we hope
you are ready to challenge yourself as we read some of the classics of American literature.

Over the summer, it is important to keep reading, writing, and thinking critically in preparation for the upcoming school
year.  The English Language Arts Department at Blue Valley High School believes that integrating summer reading into
the curriculum helps students transition into the new school year more quickly.  According to the American Library
Association, students who read over the summer are more likely to build life-long reading habits and keep up their basic
reading skills.  Additionally, summer reading can generate interest in libraries, books, and reading in general.

You will find your AP English Language summer reading assignment below.  You will be responsible for purchasing your
book or checking it out from a local library, but before you decide which book you will read, we strongly suggest that you
take some time in a bookstore or online and read summaries of the books in order to find the one that interests you the
most.

If you have any questions about your assignment over the summer, feel free to email one of us.  We’re looking forward to
a great 2022-2023 school year!  Have a great summer!

Mrs. Amanda Durnal
AP English Language
acdurnal@bluevalleyk12.org

Mrs. Theresa Middleton
AP English Language
TMiddleton@bluevalleyk12.org

Assignment Description

Read the novel The Great Gatsby by F. Scott Fitzgerald. Read the novel carefully and closely by Friday, August 26th.

Annotate three chapters of The Great Gatsby. Bring these annotations to class on Friday. August 26th.
● Annotate one chapter of your choosing from chapters 1-4.
● Annotate one chapter of your choosing from chapters 5-7.
● Annotate one chapter of your choosing from chapters 8-10.

In short, annotation means “adding useful notes” to a text.  Annotating your text should be like having a conversation with it,
and yourself.  As you read, engage the text by asking questions, commenting on meaning, marking events and passages you
want to revisit, and identifying and more deeply appreciating the craft of the author and the tools the author employs to achieve
any number of desired effects.  This active engagement with the text will allow you to comprehend and remember more of what
you read, and it will allow you to refer to specifics within the story with greater ease.  As you read your novel, you should do so
with pencil in hand, marking the actual text. Read the following excerpt on annotation from How to Read a Book:

From How to Read a Book (Mortimer Adler & Charles Van Doren)

If you have the habit of asking a book questions as you read, you are a better reader than if you do not.  But . . . merely
asking questions is not enough.  You have to try to answer them, and although that could be done, theoretically, in your mind
only, it is easier to do it with a pencil in your hand.  The pencil then becomes the sign of your alertness while you read.

When you buy a book, you establish a property right in it, just as you do in clothes or furniture when you buy and pay
for them.  But the act of purchase is actually only the prelude to possession in the case of a book.  Full ownership of a book only
comes when you have made it a part of yourself, and the best way to make yourself a part of it -- which comes to the same thing
-- is by writing in it. Why is marking a book indispensable to reading it?

● First, it keeps you awake -- not merely conscious, but wide awake.



● Second, reading, if it is active, is thinking, and thinking tends to express itself in words, spoken or written.  The person
who says he knows what he thinks but cannot express it usually does not know what he thinks.

● Third, writing your reactions down helps you to remember the thoughts of the author.

Note: If you find annotating while you read to be annoying and awkward, do it after you read.  Go back after a chapter and then
mark it carefully.  Ideally, when you read to study a text, you read it more than once anyway, so this isn’t any less efficient than
marking as you read and then rereading the material.

Annotation Guidelines: Your annotations for each chapter should include the following:

Mark for main ideas:
▪ Identify and define key vocabulary.
▪ Identify, paraphrase, and comment on important narrative elements, such as: characterization, conflict, setting,

plot development, etc. (I like to do this in my left-hand margins as important things occur in the text. That way
I can find them easily later.)

▪ At the top of each 1-2 pages, briefly summarize the key events that occurred on that page. This will help you
later to find specific scenes in the book when you are looking for them.

▪ At the end of each chapter, write a short statement assessing what you think the main purpose(s) of the chapter
was.

Mark for the author’s writing style and language:
▪ What specific language, such as word choice (diction), stands out to you, and why?
▪ What various tones and moods are created throughout the text?
▪ Where do shifts occur?
▪ What literary devices can you find and what effect do they have?

Mark for what you notice:
▪ Ask and attempt to answer questions about the text.
▪ Make connections to other things you’ve read, heard, or experienced.
▪ At the end of each chapter ask at least two upper-level questions that could be used to guide critical discussion

of the chapter. Avoid prediction questions. Focus instead on questions that require us to analyze and synthesize
information in the story and/or questions based on themes and motifs.

Additional Guidelines:

⇒ Keep in mind that any part of the text that you underline, highlight, or otherwise mark, should include commentary in
the margins. If you get impatient stopping to write frequently, consider underlining/marking as you read, and then
adding margin notes after you’ve gotten through a couple pages.

⇒ Re-skim the three chapters you’ve annotated after finishing the entire novel. Make note of additional things you notice
once you know the story’s ending.

⇒ Use one color ink to do initial marking while reading; then go back with another color or colors to mark more
thoroughly once you have finished a larger section after you have had time to think about it and are able to see
development of images, etc. more clearly. (Using multiple colors is optional, but recommended.)

⇒ Add to side margin notes during class discussion.

Grading:
Since everyone's notes will be similar in format yet somewhat different in content (there is obviously no one correct phrase to
have at the top of page 112 of The Great Gatsby, for example), book grades will be based on thoroughness, clarity, neatness, and
apparent effort ("apparent effort" because I will obviously not read all the notes on every page of everyone's book).


